










 



Stat 563 HW #2 

 

 

 

8.5 A random sample, X 1 , ... , Xn 1 is drawn from a Pareto population with pdf 

Oil 
f(xlO, v) = B+l I1v,oo)(X), () > 0, v > 0. 

x 

(a) Find the MLEs of() and v. 
(b) Show that the LRT of 

Ho:()= 1, v unknown, versus H 1 : () '# 1, v unknown, 

has critical region of the form {x: T(x) ~ c1 or T(x) ~ c2}, where 0 < c1 < c2 
and 

(c) Show that, under Ho, 2T has a chi squared distribution, and find the number of 
degrees of freedom. (Hint: Obtain the joint distribution of the n - l nontrivial 
terms Xi/(mini Xi) conditional on mini Xi, Put these n - l terms together, and 
notice that the distribution of T given mini Xi does not depend on mini Xi, so it 
is the unconditional distribution of T.) 

8.1 T Suppose that Xi, ... , Xn are iid with a beta(µ, I) pdf and Y1, ... , Ym are iid with a 
beta(O, l) pdf. Also a.ssume that the Xs are independent of the Ys. 

(a) Find an LRT of Ho:()= Ji versus Hi: 0 ~JI.. 
(b} Show that the test in part (a) can be ba.sed on the statistic 

T- ElogX, 
- ElogXi +ElogX. 

( c) Find the distribution of T when H 0 is true, and then show how to get a test of 
size a:= .10. 

8 .19 The random variable X has pdf f(x) = e-:z:, x > 0. One observation is obtained on 
the random variable Y = X 6

, and a test of Ho:() = l versus H1: () = 2 needs to 
be constructed. Find the UMP level a: = .10 test and compute the Type II Error 
probability. 


